
TOP 10 REASONS TO ADOPT A BLACK CAT  
 Did you know that black cats have the lowest adoption rate and the highest euthanasia rate? Why? 
We're not quite sure. Maybe it's the superstition factor. Some people say they can't see or make a 
connection with a black cat in a poorly lit kennel. And for folks browsing the internet for pets, black cats 
don't always show up in photographs as well as their lighter colored brethren. For whatever reason, black 
cats are statistically less likely to be adopted than more brightly colored felines.  
 
Black cats are also most often ignored by many rescue groups because they are so hard to place. These 
cats are often left waiting in pounds and shelters with hopes of finding a loving home, only to be 
destroyed once their time is up.   It is true that our black cats often take longer to find homes – and that 
they take up much needed foster space during this time.  But our philosophy is that BLACK CATS NEED 
LOVE AND A SAFE HOME TOO. Therefore, if you are thinking of adding a kitty to the family, here are 
the top 10 reasons to pick a black cat! 
 
10.  Holding a black cat is very slimming. 
 
9.  Black goes with everything - It's true. You've got your black power suit on, your white cat jumps on 
your lap, it's all over. But if your black cat wants a little love and affection, no harm done--your look is only 
enhanced!   A lint brush isn't required for a black-tie affair. 
 
8.  Black cats look like little panthers. Their regal breeding is very apparent.   
 
7.  A black cat will match any décor. You won't have to redecorate your house to coordinate with your cat. 
They are totally willing to pose on gold velvet, white velvet, pink velvet, or your sofa cushion to add taste 
and beauty to any room of your home. They'll perch on the brocade chair; sleep on the rug; curl in the 
middle of the bed. You name it. They're willing to go to great lengths to help you make your home 
beautiful. They’re that kind of cat. 
 
6.  Black is beautiful. There's the deep, auburn shaded black, the blue black, the black with tiny white 
highlights here and there, the sleek black, the fluffy black, the black with bunny-soft fur, the black with 
yellow eyes, the black with green eyes, the black with grey eyes...Well, you get the picture. Black is not 
just black; there are as many different kinds of black cats as there are cats!   
 
5. Bad Luck, Schmuck! When you love a black cat, luck is on your side!   

A black cat crossing your path signifies that the animal is going somewhere.  
- Groucho Marx  

 
4.   Black cats have more fun. You only thought blondes had more fun. Black cats are fun-loving, playful, 
and full of spark and energy. They try harder to make up for the image they somehow got as dull and 
dreary. They're like the sun streaming in a window on a rainy day; like the circus coming to town; they're 
just plain fantastic.   
 
3.  Black cats are loving. Look, they know their reputation--scary. They've seen the illustrations--skinny 
cats with nasty long teeth. And they're nothing like that. They go overboard to be as affectionate and 
loving as any fluffy white, pink-nosed bunny kitty could be, and you get all the other benefits too.  
 
2.  Love knows no color! Your cat doesn't care what color YOUR hair is!  
 
And the # 1 reason to adopt a black cat is that Black Cats are the least likely to get adopted!  


